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IV. INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE

Agreement on the programme for retums of refugees and IDPs came only after
considerable delay, disagreement and international pressure. The larger proportion of
Serb refugees from Croatia is in the FRY, estimated by the UNHCR at some 270,000.
A smaller number, estimated at 30,000-35,000, is in Bosnia' Progress in securing
the return of members of the Serb minority to Croatia had, up until the adoption of the
retumns programme, been modest. According to the UNHCR in Zagreb, citing QDPR
data, as of 23 June 1998, 21,134 Serb refugees had retumed to Croatia from the
FRY and Bosnia (mostty from the former). The ODPR acknowledges that many of
those who had up until then retumed from the FRY to Croatia were in fact people who
had already obtained Croatian papers during UNTAES, who had left Croatia, and
whose retumn had been relatively simple given that they already possessed the
necessary documents. For those who have not already obtained Croatian
documents, the procedure for doing so has proved a major obstacle, reducing the
numbers of retumnees. In any case, the OSCE, in its September 1998 report,
expressed scepticism as to the ODPR's retums figures, which it considers inflated.

Intemnational pressure on the Croatian authonities to allow Serb refugees to retumn to
Croatia has increased in 1998. The late Croatian Defence Minister, Gojko Susak, in
talks with the US Defenoe Secretary in January 1998, committed Croatia ta coming
Up With procedures for the retumn of refugees to Croatia by mid-March 1998. These
procedures were to cover such matters as the verîtication of ciizenship and obtaining
of entry documents. Further, by the end of March 1998, the authorities were to
present proposais on measures needed to facilitate retums, covering such issues as
property rights and the reconstruction of damaged properties. Croatia failed to honour
either promise. In late April 1998 a document on the prooedures for retums was
issued.Y However, this failed to satisfy international concemrs, particularly because it
required potential retumnees to re-apply for citizenship, rather than just affirming
citizenship.


